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Statutory Spellings in Sentences Year 5/6 2

The words below are synonyms for the words that are missing from the  
sentences. Use these clues to fill the spaces.

grateful        schedule       extreme       talking         distant        chance

flashes          interest         supply        extremely determined        everyone

It is nice to stop and  ____________________________ the flowers on a sunny spring 
morning.

The  ____________________________ all helped clean the field after the fun day.

His  ____________________________ got the better of him and he slowly pulled back 
the paper on his birthday gift.

Susie was ____________________________ to find a gap in the crowd so she could see
the performance.

A first aid kit is enough to  ____________________________ a first aider to deal with 
minor accidents.

Tom did ____________________________ when his grandma asked how he hurt his 
knee.

Samia was born in Britain but she lives in a ____________________________ country.

English is a ____________________________ spoken by people in England and many 
other countries.

The storm had loud thunder and ____________________________ with quick bright 
flashes.

At Christmas, children are given the  ____________________________ to go see Santa 
Claus.

The audience were given a ____________________________ containing the evening's 
events.
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Statutory Spellings in Sentences Year 5/6 2

The words below are synonyms for the words that are missing from the  
sentences. Use these clues to fill the spaces.

grateful        schedule       extreme       talking         distant        chance

flashes          interest         supply        extremely determined        everyone

It is nice to stop and appreciate the flowers on a sunny spring morning.

The community all helped clean the field after the fun day.

His curiosity got the better of him and he slowly pulled back the paper on his 
birthday gift.

Susie was desperate to find a gap in the crowd so she could see the 
performance.

A first aid kit is enough to equip a first aider to deal with minor accidents.

Tom did exaggerate when his grandma asked how he hurt his knee.

Samia was born in Britain but she lives in a foreign country.

English is a language spoken by people in England and many other countries.

The storm had loud thunder and lightning with quick bright flashes.

At Christmas, children are given the opportunity to go see Santa Claus.

The audience were given a programme containing the evening's events.


